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Abstract: After decades of research on low-Earth orbit, national space agencies and private en-
trepreneurs are investing in exploration of the Solar system. The main health risk for human space
exploration is late toxicity caused by exposure to cosmic rays. On Earth, the exposure of radiation
workers is regulated by dose limits and mitigated by shielding and reducing exposure times. For
space travel, different international space agencies adopt different limits, recently modified as re-
viewed in this paper. Shielding and reduced transit time are currently the only practical solutions to
maintain acceptable risks in deep space missions.
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1. Introduction

Exposure to ionizing radiation is notoriously associated with early and late morbidity.
Deterministic (nonstochastic) effects, such as skin burns and cataracts, are observed only at
doses higher than a threshold, and their severity increases with the dose. Acute radiation
burden in space can be a concern in the case of large solar storms, when doses could even
be life threatening for an inadequately shielded crew. Stochastic effects do not seem to
have a threshold, and their severity is independent of the dose. In radiation protection, the
main concern for late stochastic effects is cancer induction, which can occur after a latency
time of many years from exposure. As uncertainties in space radiation risk estimates
are still substantially high, and effective countermeasures have not been developed, it is
now generally acknowledged that space radiation is the main health risk for human space
exploration [1], followed by the physiological effects of microgravity and the psychosocial
effects of long confinement. The space radiation threat has substantially boosted research
in space radiation risk. In the USA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) is supporting the Space Radiation Health Program based at NASA Space Radiation
Laboratory (NSRL) in the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) [2], while in Europe,
European Space Agency (ESA) is supporting experimental studies on space radiation
shielding (ROSSINI) [3] and radiobiology (IBER) [4].

Considering their unavoidable exposure to space radiation during missions, astro-
nauts are classified as radiation workers. The protection of radiation workers on Earth is
far advanced and based on solid scientific evidence of epidemiological investigations [5].
The scientific evidence is used to estimate the risk of mortality and morbidity caused by
radiation exposure. Ethical choices on acceptable risk have led to the establishment of
exposure limits for both the general population and radiation workers. The current recom-
mendations for radiation limits on Earth are based on the latest International Commission
on Radiological Protection (ICRP) report [6]. The main source of these recommendations
is still the follow-up of the survivors of the atomic bombs dropped in Hiroshima and
Nagasaki in 1945 [7]. However, A-bomb survivors were essentially exposed to acute doses
of sparsely ionizing radiation (γ-rays with a small neutron contribution). The situation in
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space is different: The space radiation environment is mainly composed of energetically
charged particles, from H to U, with energies of a few hundred MeV/n in Low-Earth Orbit
(LEO), but exceeding the TeV/n in deep space, Beyond LEO (BLEO) [8]. The contribution
of high-LET (linear energy transfer) heavy ions to the total equivalent dose in space is
substantial [9], whereas exposure in Hiroshima and Nagasaki was mostly due to low-LET
radiation. Cosmic radiation dose rates have been carefully measured on the International
Space Station (ISS) [10], in deep space [11], and on the Mars surface [12], and are in the
range of 0.5–2.0 mSv/day. Clearly, the dose rate in space is much higher than the terrestrial
dose rate, but still belongs to the low-dose rate region where the sparing effect applies [13].
Uncertainties in space radiation risk are very large as most epidemiological data are con-
fined to high dose rates and low-LET radiation (such as in the A-bomb survivors), whereas
space radiation exposure is characterized by low dose rates and high-LET radiation. How
to extrapolate from one environment to the other is still poorly understood, in spite of
considerable experimental work that has been carried out in the past few decades [14].

Epidemiological studies on astronauts’ mortality do not contribute to our knowledge
of space radiation risk. In fact, the population of astronauts is relatively small, and most
of them were involved in short-term LEO missions resulting in very low doses. More-
over, astronauts live longer than the general population, as expected from the healthy
worker effect [15].

Space radiation experiments can fill these gaps, but spaceflight experiments on space
radiation biological effects are difficult to repeat and generally limited to in vitro cells. It can
be stated that almost everything we know on space radiation effects has been measured in
ground experiments with high-energy accelerators [16]. This implies that the extrapolation
to human risk is particularly complex, because we have to translate in vitro or animal data
into human risk. This is not uncommon in radioprotection. For instance, the quality factors
wR, for a specific radiation type and energy R, used to weight the physical dose DTR (in Gy)
in the calculation of the equivalent dose HT (in Sv) in a tissue T are essentially based on
experiments in cells and animals [6]. However, for space radiation risk assessment, there
are many sources of uncertainty, eventually leading to very large confidence intervals on
risk estimates for different mission scenarios [9]. For this very reason, dose limits should
not only consider the acceptable risk but also the uncertainty of the estimated risk,

HT = ∑R wRDTR. (1)

2. Dose Limits

Dose limits are based on acceptable risk. The acceptable risk can depend on the
circumstances. For instance, ICRP [6] recommends a limit of 1 mSv/year for the general
population, but up to 20 mSv/year for radiation workers. In the case of nuclear accidents,
exceptional exposures up to 100 mSv are acceptable for the liquidators involved and
committed to containing the accident. The limits are based on the assumption that radiation
exposure causes an excess lifetime detriment risk of 5% Sv−1. In principle, different effects
are evaluated in the calculation of detriment, including hereditary effects, but the life
detriment is largely dominated by cancer mortality, whose data are well established from
the A-bomb survivor database [17,18]. Ethical considerations support the concept that dose
limits should be based on acceptable risk for astronauts, too. The attempts to dismiss all
the limits and to resort to e.g., informed consent has been generally dismissed due to the
ALARA principle [19,20]. Taking all these factors into account, the path for the calculation
of the dose limits is given in Figure 1. The first step is essentially the calculation of the
dose for a given mission scenario. This step requires dosimetry and radiation transport
calculations. Different agencies use different radiation transport models, some based on
deterministic codes and others on Monte Carlo codes. The codes are affected by substantial
uncertainties, generally linked to the limited knowledge of specific cross-sections [21].
The main uncertainty is related to the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of space
radiation [9], given the lack of epidemiological data. Some information can, however, be
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extracted from charged particle therapy in oncology, even if the dose and dose-rate regimes
are substantially different [22].
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Figure 1. A simplified flowchart of the steps necessary to build a radiation risk model in space. RBE
stands for the relative biological effectiveness.

The following steps are more related to biology and epidemiology, they have higher
uncertainties, and different approaches can be used for the calculations. We will review the
different approaches used by the agencies in the next sections.

2.1. NASA

Until 2020, NASA was using the NASA Space Cancer Risk (NSCR) model NSCR-
2012 [23] for estimating dose limits in LEO (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Building blocks of the NASA radiation risk model. Adapted from [23].

Recommendations by the US National Council on Radiation Protection and Measure-
ments (NCRP) have guided NASA in the development of a risk-based system for radiation
protection that limits individual occupational radiation exposures to a lifetime 3% excess
risk of cancer death [24]. NCRP has noted that the large uncertainties in estimating the
health risks for heavy ions preclude the assignment of exposure limits for long-term deep-
space missions until further information is obtained [24,25]. Mission safety can only be
predicted within a defined confidence level corresponding to the statistical nature of such a
calculation. Large uncertainties limit the value of a median projection or so-called central
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estimate. The limited understanding of HZE (high-Z and energy) particle radiobiology
contributes to the large uncertainty for predicting space radiation effects, which is the major
difference between space- and ground-based radiation exposures. Permissible exposure
limits for exploration missions have been implemented at NASA based on the NCRP rec-
ommendations for organ dose methodologies and point estimates for cancer risks; however,
NASA applies these with an ancillary requirement to protect against the upper-bound of
the 95% confidence level of risk projection. The NSCR-2012 model therefore calculates the
risk of exposure-induced death (REID) as:

REIDc(e, D) =
∫ ∞

e
hc(a|e, D)S∗(a|e, D)da, (2)

where hc (a|e, D) is the excess mortality rate at age a due to cause c attributable to radiation
exposure with dose D at age e. The excess risk at age a is expressed as

hc (a|e, D) S*(a|e, D) = µc
*(a|e, D) S*(a|e, D) − µc (a) S*(a|e, D) (3)

since the survival function with radiation exposure S*(a|e, D) is applied to both exposed
and non-exposed persons.

NASA therefore adopted sex- and age-specific career limits based on 3% REID within
95% confidence interval (CI), resulting in the doses in Table 1 for a 1-year mission.

Table 1. NASA Space Cancer Risk NSCR-2012 model career effective dose limits (in Sv) age and
gender specific, for 1 year mission. Exposure to radiation during the career of each astronaut is
required to not exceed a 3% risk of exposure-induced death (REID) from fatal cancers. Adapted from
Ref. [26].

Gender Age at Exposure

30 40 50 60
Female 0.60 0.70 0.82 0.98
Male 0.78 0.88 1.00 1.17

However, NASA has considered revising the dose limits for several reasons. First,
the current limits only apply to LEO; second, the gender difference may create an unequal
work environment; and, third, NASA limits are substantially lower than those of other
agencies (see below), leading to hindrances in planning international missions. In July 2021,
the National Academy of Sciences [27] has supported the view that NASA should use a
maximum allowable effective dose determined by applying the cancer risk model NSCR
2012 to the most susceptible case: a 35-year-old female. This corresponds to a 600-mSv
gender- and age-independent limit. NASA is now implementing this new dose limit, even
if the scientific community is concerned by the new limit, especially because it does not
consider the uncertainty [28].

2.2. RSA

The Russian space agency (RSA) model started to be developed already in the 1960s
and is a risk model that includes noncancer effects in the risk calculation, and even the
impact of the space environment (microgravity) on the radiation effect [29–31]. The 1 Sv
limit, agreed with the ISS partner in the Medical Operation Board, was actually chosen
in an attempt to harmonize the limits with ESA, but it actually corresponds to an excess
fatality risk (cancer + noncancer) around 7%, i.e., higher than the 3% recommended by
NCRP to NASA.

Parameters in the RSA model are dose, radiation risk, and lifetime reduction when
qualitatively estimating the effects induced by radiation. In addition, radiobiological effects
of in-flight and later effects on organs have been considered. Acute exposure from γ-rays
is well documented and studied, including its dose–time relations. From those data, the
probability of in-flight and late effects from the radiation exposure and their damaging
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effects have been established. Irradiation in space is considered here to be irregular in dose
distribution and time. Therefore, the expression for the risk should include a parameter as
a function of time.

The generalized dose H (a Russian analogue of the ICRP effective dose [32]) in the
standard irradiation on Earth is calculated as

H = ∑i=1

(
Dl ·QFi·TFi·SFi

)
·MF, (4)

where i indicates the i-th source of radiation hazard; H is the generalized dose in Sv; D
is the mean tissue absorbed dose; QF is the quality factor of radiation; TF is a temporal
non-uniformity coefficient of irradiation, accounting for the dose rate and converting the
effects that are induced by fractionated and chronic irradiation into a single acute exposure;
SF is the coefficient of spatial non-uniformity of irradiation, to convert the nonuniform
irradiation effects to a uniform exposure; and MF is a modification coefficient for non-
radiation factors of space flight, such as hypergravity, microgravity, hypobaric hypoxia,
and psychological stress.

Following the original definition of the generalized dose in Equation (4) and the
calculation of the coefficients based on animal and/or spaceflight experiments, the total
radiation risk is finally defined as

Rtotal = Rcancer + Rother−radiation−induced−effects, (5)

where noncancer effects are directly included in the risk calculation.
Mice, rat, and dog ground-based experiments were used to obtain experimental data

for calculating the total radiation risk as a function of the mean and generalized dose, from
Equation (4), as presented in Table 2. For the generalized dose, the GCR contribution was
30% of the total dose, and preflight medical procedure contributions were taken to be 25 cSv.
This means that the data in Table 2 really apply to LEO only. The career limit in LEO was
set at a total risk of 7%, corresponding to an equivalent dose of 1 Sv independent of age
and gender.

Table 2. Russian career effective dose limits and comparison between generalized dose and equivalent
doses. Adapted from Refs. [31,33].

Calculated Values Age [y] Mean Tissue Equivalent Dose [cSv]
100 125 150

Generalized dose [cSv] - 53.8 65.6 100
Total radiation risk [%] - 7.00 8.53 12.0

Radiation risk of cancer [%] 30 3.60 4.50 5.40
40 2.36 2.95 3.54
50 1.83 2.29 2.74

Mean lifetime reduction [y] 30 2.42 2.95 3.49
40 2.16 2.63 3.10
50 1.89 2.30 2.71

The total radiation risk and the consequent mean lifetime reduction are therefore used
as the criteria for the dose limits. This model implies that the total radiation risk in Table 2
does not depend on the age of the cosmonaut. The radiation cancer risk is age dependent
but is smaller than the total radiation risk and is therefore not sufficient to alone estimate
later effects according to this model.

Russian standards have been reviewed in 2021 [33], with several changes to the tissue
dose limits for the deterministic effect, but the maximum career effective dose remained at
1 Sv. The new recommendations apply again to LEO only.
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2.3. ESA

The ESA has not yet developed a radiation risk assessment model, nor has it decided
to follow the model of US or Russia. The dose limits are based on the recommendations
of ICRP 60 issued in 1991 [34]. The astronaut career limit recommendations of ICRP were
essentially based on the maximum exposure limit of 50 mSv/y for radiation workers,
assuming a maximum astronaut career of 20 years. This results in a career limit of 1 Sv,
age- and gender-independent. The choice of this limit was originally accepted by the
International Medical Operation Board as temporary and subject to revision [10]. However,
it has remained unchanged over the past 20 years, even though ICRP has since reduced
the maximum annual dose for terrestrial workers to 20 mSv/y [6]. It was originally the
task of the ICRP to produce specific recommendations for spaceflight, but even though
Publication 123 [35] provided sophisticated tools for the calculation of organ-equivalent
doses, it did not find agreement for a dose-limit recommendation.

At the time of Publication 123, NASA had already developed its scientifically ad-
vanced risk model described in Section 2.1, Russia was using their own model described
in Section 2.2, and any attempt to find a common standard was hampered by the acknowl-
edged uncertainties in risk estimates, mostly due to space radiation quality [36]. Meanwhile,
the ESA Topical Team on Space Radiation [4] recommended developing a European risk
model based on European expertise in the different boxes shown in Figure 1. In fact,
Europe has specific expertise in Monte Carlo [37] and deterministic [38] transport parti-
cle radiation transport codes; RBE models based on amorphous track structure [39] or
microdosimetry [40]; and epidemiological analysis leading to a reduction in the uncertain-
ties of cancer risk derived from the A-bomb and other cohorts [41].

Following the Topical Team recommendations, European scientists have recently
proposed a space radiation risk model based on a different metric [42], the radiation-
attributed decrease of survival (RADS), defined as:

RADSc(a|e, D) =
S(a|e, D)− S∗c (a|e, D)

S(a|e) = 1− exp(−Hc(a|e, D)), (6)

where S (a|e) is the conditional survival at age a for those who have already survived up
to age e while the survival function with radiation exposure S*(a|e, D) and the hazard
function Hc are expressed as:

S∗c (a|e, D) = exp
(
−
∫ a

e
(µ(t) + hc(t|e, D))dt

)
, (7)

Hc(a|e, D) =
∫ a

e
hc(t|e, D)dt. (8)

RADS is historically known as the cumulative risk. Unlike other risk metrics, RADS
is independent of survival function. It is interpreted as the relative reduction in survival
probability at a certain age due to radiation exposure. In REID, the baseline rates are
the same for exposed and unexposed populations, and this creates a bias at high doses
(Figure 3), relevant for exploration missions [43]. This bias is removed in RADS.

However, the independence of RADS from survival function does not mean it is free
from demographic health statistics, which can be very variable (Figure 4) [44]. Information
about baseline cancer risk is required when a relative risk model is used to estimate
the excess risk due to radiation exposure. Moreover, RADS does not take into account
competing risks, which play a role in modifying the chance that the event of interest occurs.
As a result, RADS continues to increase with age as long as the excess risk remains positive,
and this feature makes it difficult to assess its significance based on a comparison with the
baseline risk. Notwithstanding these limitations, RADS seems to have large potential as a
risk metric for long-term exploratory missions.
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2.4. JAXA

The Japanese space agency (JAXA) is following the NCRP recommendation [24] of
adopting a dose limit based on a 3% excess cancer risk mortality. Lifetime cancer mortality
(LCM) is the metric used for calculating risks of radiation to Japanese astronauts in JAXA:

LCM =
∫ ∞

A0
∏a−1

i=A0

{
1− p0(i)− pD,A0(i)

}
× pD,A0(a) da. (9)

Here, p0(a) is the natural mortality at age a for all death of Japanese in 2007, and
pD,A0(a) is the cancer mortality at age a attributed to radiation exposure of dose D at age
A0. Mean values of cancer mortalities from excess relative (ERR) and the absolute (EAR)
risk model are used for calculating pD,A0(a) of solid cancer. On the other hand, cancer
mortalities from the EAR model are used for calculating that of leukemia. ERR and EAR
are extracted from the A-bomb survivor database.
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The JAXA dose limits are set to 3% LCM [45], and are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Japanese astronauts’ career effective dose limits in Sv. Adapted from Ref. [45].

Age at the First Space Flight Female Male

27–30 0.5 0.6
31–35 0.6 0.7
36–40 0.65 0.8
41–45 0.75 0.95
>45 0.8 1.0

The limits are close to those previously adopted by NASA (Table 1) and converge to
ESA and RSA limits for male astronauts older than 45.

2.5. CSA

The Canadian Space Agency (CSA) decided to follow ESA in the determination of the
dose limits. For this reason, the career limit is set at 1 Sv, with the justifications provided in
Section 2.3. However, Canadian Nuclear Laboratories are examining an alternative health-
risk metric termed Disability Adjusted Life Year (DALY) [46]. One DALY is equivalent
to one year of healthy-life lost and is given as the sum of years of life lost (YLL) due to
premature mortality and years lived with disability (YLD) due to morbidity (Table 4).
The DALY is well established in population health studies to assess the global burden of
diseases [47]. Similar metrics are also widely used by healthcare practitioners for decisions
regarding medical treatment effectiveness.
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Table 4. Definition of disability-adjusted-life years (DALY) proposed by the Canadian Nuclear
Laboratory as metrics for space radiation risk. Variables represent the cause of the disability (c),
gender (s), attained age (a), year (t), number of deaths (N), life expectancy (LE), number of incidence
cases (I), disability weight (DW), averaged duration of disability until remission/death (LD).

DALY(c,s,a,t) = TLD(c,s,a,t) + YLL(c,s,a,t)
YLL(c,s,a,t) = N(c,s,a,t) × LE(s,a)

YLD(c,s,a,t) = I(c,s,a,t) × DW(c,s,a) × LD(c,s,a,t)

The proposal deserves special attention because DALY is intuitive and easy to com-
municate, focuses on the quality of life rather than on a generic risk that can occur at any
time in life, and places radiological risk in a context with other risks. DALY was already
proposed as a metric of radiation health risk [48], and the authors suggested that it is
superior to the concept of “detriment” used by ICRP [49]. Of course, DALY still requires
the data used in REID, RADS, or LCM metrics.

3. ICRP

At the time of the issue of ICRP Publication 123 [35], ESA astronauts’ space missions
were limited to ISS with a maximum duration of approximately 3 months. With these
missions, the estimated doses are not even close not only to the ESA/RSA limits, but also
to the restrictive NASA limits. The situation changed with the plans for the 1-year mission,
where previous NASA limits could lead to the exclusion of some crewmembers, especially
women with previous flight experience [50], whereas ESA limits would allow essentially
any astronaut to participate. With the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) measurements
demonstrating that the mission to Mars would approach 1 Sv [11], the problem became
even more clear because essentially no NASA astronauts would be allowed to join a Mars
mission today, whereas the ESA and RSA astronauts would be close to the maximum
dose [51]. Presently, no limits for BLEO are established by any Agency, so this extrapolation
is formally incorrect, yet the advances in exploration plans for the Moon and Mars clearly
also attracted attention from the media and the public to the problem of space radiation in
Solar-system exploration and in particular on the lack of a consensus. Since space agencies
acknowledge that a mission to Mars should be International [52], involving at least US,
Russia, and Europe, the problem of the different dose standards has become a priority in
the 21st century.

An additional problem is that, with the notable exception of RSA, all career dose
limits described above are essentially based on cancer mortality. Normal tissue damage
is only accounted for by short-term, deterministic limits (see Ref. [26] for a review of the
deterministic limits used by different agencies) but late degenerative effects are not included
in career limits. The risk of cardiovascular disease (CVD) is considered a major uncertainty
in radiation protection on Earth [53] and in space [54], and space radiation seems to be
exquisitely effective in inducing central nervous system (CNS) damage [55], while the
brain is generally considered radioresistant. NASA is currently assuming a threshold of
500 mGy-Eq. for CVD and 100 mGy for z > 10 for CNS effects. These limits should be
within the 600 mSv limit based on 3% cancer mortality, but the uncertainty of RBE of space
radiation is even larger for normal tissue degenerative effects than for carcinogenesis. In
addition, the individual radiosensitivity of the crewmembers is currently ignored [56].
Some information on this issue can be derived from radiation oncology, where they are also
actively studied [22].

To try to harmonize the different approaches used internationally, the ICRP established
a new task group (TG115) with the primary goal of developing a comprehensive framework
for risk and dose assessment for the radiological protection of astronauts, which might
also be of relevance for space tourism. TG115 will build on ICRP Publication 123 [35] but
will provide an assessment of the use of risk as a radiological protection quantity and
recommendations for a uniform approach to dose limits.
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4. Countermeasures

Dose limits are designed to allow space exploration with an acceptable radiation risk.
However, ALARA should also be considered in any mission design, regardless of the limits.
This means that possible countermeasures should always be explored, and their design
should at least maintain the dose—and risk—within the limits. Biological countermeasures
(radioprotective drugs) are currently under investigation, but none have been approved for
use in astronauts [57]. On the other hand, the simplest physical countermeasure available
is shielding, but it is notoriously problematic in space, due to the high energy of the galactic
cosmic rays and the severe weight limitations in spaceflight [58]. Shielding, is, however, an
effective countermeasure for solar particle events [59]. Assuming a 1 Sv dose limit, it has
been recently estimated that a mission to Mars in the solar maximum with 30 g/cm2 Al-
shielding can have a maximum duration of 4 years, while the new NASA limit of 600 mSv
would be reached in approximately 2 years [60]. The results are interesting, but show the
risk of using the maximum dose limit, and not ALARA, for the mission design. ICRP has
repeatedly stated that limits are useful practical quantities but they should not be used for
design, where ALARA consideration should prevail. As noted above, the limit of 1 Sv is not
based on solid scientific grounds and is associated with a substantial risk uncertainty, which
makes uncertainty-independent estimates quite risky for long-term BLEO missions [28].
Shielding optimization can be largely improved using different materials, particularly light,
highly hydrogenated materials that can be tested at ground-based accelerators [3,61–63].
Ground-based measurements are also very useful in benchmarking Monte Carlo transport
codes that are eventually used for predicting the doses in different mission scenarios [21].

Shielding using in situ planetary resources has large potential considering that the
weight limits do not apply and that, in principle, humans can establish bases in deep
pits, caves, or lava tubes [64]. This implies that the most effective countermeasure will be
reducing the transit time i.e., innovative propulsion [65]. There is a general agreement that
a mission to Mars cannot rely on chemical propulsion, and innovative strategies should be
pursued, namely:

- nuclear propulsion,
- plasma,
- ionic thrusters.

A recent review of nuclear propulsion technology (both thermal and electric) technolo-
gies concluded that nuclear-powdered spacecrafts offer great potential, but still require
substantial ground-based R&D (Research and Development) [66]. NASA has recently
invested over 10 M$ in this research. Potentially, nuclear thermal energy may reduce the
transit time to Mars to only 3 months, and the effective dose in the solar maximum with a
conventional 20 g/cm2 shielding would drop below 100 mSv [67].

Plasma thrusters are electrical engines based on the acceleration of ionized gas in an
electromagnetic field. They are already used for satellite maneuvers in space, but they
are less powerful than chemical thrusters. However, it is theoretically possible to produce
plasma thrusters with an exhaust velocity 10× the current ones, exploiting a toroidal
magnetic field similar to those used at tokamak for nuclear fusion [68]. The exhaust velocity
of plasmoids can be increased or decreased by changing the strength of the magnetic fields
rather than a conventional electric field increase that only produces low specific impulses.

Ion thrusters, based on ion acceleration, can be as fast as chemical propulsion, but
much more efficient [69]. They are also currently used by satellites in space. While most
Hall thrusters in space operations are based on xenon gas, it has recently been shown that
it can be replaced with iodine, which is cheaper and can be stored in solids [70].

Unfortunately, a drastic reduction of travel time seems to be unlikely with the current
technologies, including ion and nuclear thrusters. R&D in this field is highly needed, as
reducing the time is also the best countermeasure against morbidity caused by radiation,
microgravity, and isolation.
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5. Conclusions

While space radiation is generally acknowledged as the main health risk in human
space exploration, there is no international agreement on the dose limits for the crewmem-
bers of exploratory-class missions. We do not have a common international astronauts’
career dose limit in Low-Earth Orbit (LEO), emerging private players are currently not
subject to the space agencies’ limits, limits are not well defined in Beyond LEO (BLEO),
and hardly any consideration of noncancer risks is included. International Commission on
Radiological Protection task group (ICRP TG115) is currently reviewing the different strate-
gies to issue recommendations toward a uniform approach. Limits are necessary to design
appropriate countermeasures, such as shielding or reduced travel time, but considering
the large uncertainties in space radiation risk, they should be regarded as extreme cases
and not as design parameters. Ground-based research in space radiobiology, shielding
material development and testing, and rocket propulsion is urgently needed to follow the
short-term ambitious exploration plans.
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